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Welcome to 
Akamaru Inu

We are the first information hub on safe 
investing into tokens from decentralized 
exchanges. Exclusive dApps to earn passive 
income.

650+We are holders strong



Who are you, 
Akamaru?
Akamaru (赤丸, Akamaru) is a nin-dog (忍犬, ninken) from Naruto. 

Akamaru envisions the success of all investors involved, and the 

community will achieve this milestone as a whole. With the growth 

of the entire cryptospace, there are large groups of newly 

joining/invited investors that are less exposed to the information 

and knowledge that come into play with investing into DeFi 

(decentralized finance). Akamaru is going to change this.

Akamaru was tokenized with the sole purpose of being a hub for 

safe investing. Providing correct and punctual information will lead 

to investors being offered the helping hand needed to understand 

the risks of investing in the cryptospace. In order to make sure all 

investors are given the opportunity for the greatest wealth transfer 

humanity has seen to date-- Akamaru is here to develop cute tools 

to make safe decisions a little more simple.



Akamaru dApps
AkamaruLove: Expected by the end of 2021
dApp customized for Akamaru. Deposit your anime tokens and earn a 
passive income. AkamaruLove will allow staking of $AKAMARU and 
other dog/anime tokens to passively earn income.
APY varies*

AkamaruP2E: Expected in November 2021
Web browser game to earn $AKAMARU. We believe play to earn is the 
future and we will capitalize on this. Users will be able to connect their 
wallet to ensure that they hold $AKAMARU to play a fun game, to earn 
more $AKAMARU! This will initially be available on PC and later 
Android/iOS. *

AkamaruEdu
A series of articles, videos, and podcasts educating the public about 
crypto, memecoins, and features. Some features include staking, P2E, 
and much more. We believe in crypto education much like other large 
market cap tokens doing the same thing. We believe we have the power 
to educate the public and have more funds going into crypto. 



Tokenomics
$AKAMARU is an ERC20 
token that was launched on 
the Ethereum network on 
October 24th, 2021.

2% to Redistribution
2% to Grants
6% to Development

10% on every transaction.



Phase 1

$AKAMARU listing on Uniswap �

Tracking Listings Expedited �

Extensive Marketing and Development  �

Development of dApps �

Whitepaper Release �

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

Website revamp

$aLOVE uniswap listing

Akamaru P2E Launch

Partnerships secured

Continued development of future dApps

International Marketing

Extensive marketing of dAPPs launch

Akamaru Love beta release

Writing of AkamaruEdu

Smart contract audits

More partnerships

Akamaru NFT release and staking of NFTs

Articles released for AkamaruEdu

Updates to all dAPPs

CEX listings

Roadmap



Purchase and join the 
Akamaru community

0x4abac7a6acf3ce84f1c2fa07d91e72cdd6081cd3

Follow these steps to buy on Uniswap with your ETH wallets:

1. Create/Use your Wallet

If you do not have a wallet, make a wallet using either Metamask, Trust Wallet, 

Coinbase Wallet, or one of the many other wallets available. 

2. Uniswap

Visit Uniswap using our link on our website and add our token address located 

above.

3. Connect Wallet

Connect your wallet application to Uniswap.

4. Transfer ETH

Make sure to transfer ETH into your ETH wallet from either an exchange or from 

another wallet.

5. Slippage Tolerance

Change the slippage of the transaction from 10-15% to allow it to go through.

6. Swap

Click on Swap and confirm the transaction on your wallet app, and you’re all 

good to go!

AKAMARU can be purchased on Uniswap with our contract address:

If you have any questions regarding any of the steps, feel free to join Telegram to ask one of 
the team members or message us on Twitter.



Join our Community!

akamaruinu.dog

@RealAkamaruInu

t.me/AkamaruInuEntryPortal

Github 
Coming Soon

Discord
Coming Soon


